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(57) Abstract

An information retrieval system (10) including user

stations (30) and storage units. The storage units, such as

video disks (52) or cassettes, may be stored oriented vertical-

ly in a storage rack (60). One or more servo-arms (86a, 86b) S4d ,^
on a carriage (82) move along a track (84) to retrieve disks

*

from the storage rack (60). The track (84) may extend verti-

cally, so that the players can all be loaded by any ofthe servo

arms. Selections requested, by the users can be displayed.

Each disk (52) may include menu information for display on

a menu station (30c). The user may choose a category, artist

or subject (750) whose selections will then be included in the

menu display (770).
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INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM AND
METHOD USING INDEPENDENT USER STATIONS

BACKGROOND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The invention relates to apparatus and methods for

retrieving and playing information from disks, cassettes,

5 or other information storage units. More specifically, the

invention relates to a replay device having independent

user locations for accessing the stored information and

presenting the information accessed.

Description of the Prior Art

10 The technique of storing information on a disk,

cassette or other storage unit has long been known. For

example, a musical selection may be recorded in a groove on

a vinyl disk and replayed by conventional phonographic

techniques. Other examples include cassettes, floppy

15 disks, or diskettes, and hard disks for storing digital

data in a magnetic form which may be read with appropriate

magnetic sensors. More recently, optical and capacitive

(CED) disks have been developed which store information in

a form which can be retrieved optically or capaci tive ly

.

20 The optical disks are sometimes referred to as laser disks,

because they may be read using light emitted by a laser.

Because of the information storage capacity of

optical and CED disks, it has become feasible to store both

audio and video information on a. disk, and such a disk will

25 be referred to herein as a video disk. As a result, a mus-

ical selection, for example, may .be recorded together with
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a video script or program on a video disk, and the two may

be replayed together for en ter tairmen t, commercial or edu-

cational purposes. It is also known to provide such infor-

mation on magnetic tapes as, for example, in a cassette,

5 even though each tape is limited to a certain amount of

infonnation, typically 45 musical selections.

One type of prior art disk player for playing a

plurality of disks is disclosed in U.S. Patent Ho*

4,387,452, issued to Bricot et al. In this device, a num-

10 ber of disks are stacked, and an optical playing device is

inserted between the disks for accessing the stored infor-

ma tion.

Another prior art disk player is disclosed in U.S.

Patent No. 4.286,790, issued to Siryj et al. In this de-

15 vice, a number of disks are stored in a rack. A changer is

movable along the rack to remove disks from the rack and

insert them in the same orientation into an optical reader.

As a result, the number of disks which can be accessed is

increased.

20 rt would be advantageous, however, to provide a

player which could play more than one disk or cassette at a

time or in sequence, yet could select from a large number

of disks or cassettes in a storage rack. Such a disk

player would reduce or eliminate the delay between the

25 playing of disks, by permitting the selection and retrieval

of one disk while another is played. Such a disk player

would also preferably play selectively from either side of

each disk and would randomly access the information within

each side of each disk, to increase the amount of informa-

30 tion readily accessible. It would further be advantageous

to provide such a player in a system with independent user

stations for independently selecting the information to be

accessed and played and for receiving the information

played. Furthermore, it would be advantageous to provide

35 such a system capable of playing video disks. The system

could further be an interactive library or information re-
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trieval system in which a user's response detemines which
infonnation is accessed.

SUMMARY OF -THE INVEWTTm

v.nt,
invention achieves these and other ad-vantages by providing an infonnation systan and method

whxch may be used for retrieving infonnation from disks orcassettes so as to make the infonnation selectively avail-
able,

la one embodiment, the invention includes an oper-
ating means, such as a reader, for retrieving information
preferably audio/video infonnation. from a storage unit
such as a disk or cassette. T^e reader has loading meaiis
for inserting and removing the storage unit in a first ori-
eatation through a slot or drawer, for example. Near the

15 reader is at least one storage rack for storing a plurality
of storage units, preferably disks, in a second orienta-
tion, perpendicular to the first orientation. . A carrying
means is movable for carrying a disk between the storage
rack and the reader and for inserting and removing the disk

20 from the reader. For that purpose, the carxying means in-
cludes a rotating means for rotating each disk in either a
Clockwise or counterclockwise direction from the first ori-
entation to the second orientation or vice-versa. m addi-
tion, the carrying means includes a holding means, such as

25 a claw or a magnetic cUp for gripping an edge, a two-side
perimeter gripper for holding a disk at two of its edges or
an expanding center hole supporting device, for gripping or
holding the disk or a protective cover enclosing the disk.
The carrying means preferably includes a carriage movably

30 mounted on a track which extends generally in the same di-
rection as the disks in the storage rack. In addition, the
storage rack and carrying means are movable relative to
each other in a direction perpendicular to the track, so
that the storage rack may be moved to select a disk. Th.^

35 disk may thus be gripped by the holding means, carried to
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the reader, rotated by 90"* in either direction, and inser-

ted in the reader for playing. The process may be reversed
when a desired selection has been completed.

The system preferably includes a plurality of rea-

5 ders mounted so that a disk or other storage unit may be

inserted in each reader by the carrying means. In addi-

tion, a plurality of user stations, such as audio/ video
viewing stations, are provided for presenting the retrieved
information to users, and a control means is provided for

10 controlling the carrying means and storage rack to make
selections and for selectively connecting the readers to

the user stations to provide a desired selection to a par-
ticular user. At least one menu viewing station may also
be provided for displaying a list of selections to a user.

15 In another embodiment, the system includes a

reader, a user station, a control means, and also connec-
tion means for connecting to a service means for entering
inputs to the control means from an operator. The control
means may store data such as a currency amount required for

20 a selection or a count of the number of times each selec-

tion has been played. The service means which may be con-

nected is operable to change the operating data stored in

the control means and is also operable to override the sel-

ections requested in the queue by an operator servicing the

25 system. Al^o, data trcm the control means may be down-

loaded to the service means.

In yet another embodiment, the invention includes
a plurality of readers and a plurality of user stations,

together with a control means for selectively connecting at

30 least one of the readers to at least one of the user sta-

tions so that information retrieved by the selected reader

from a storage unit may be presented at the user station.

The user station may be equipped with inputs for requesting

selections, and the control means may store a coun't of the

35 number of requests for each selection. The system may in-

clude a menu display unit for displaying information about
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the selections available to a user, and the available sel-
ections may be formatted according to the number of times
each selection has been played. In addition, the menu dis-
play unit may include an input so. that a user may select a

5 category of selections or a particular artist or subject,
and the menu display unit will then display only the selec-
tions from that category or by that artist. The informa-
tion for the menu display may be obtained and updated from
menu information stored on the storage units* In addition,

10 the control means may store a queue of selection requests,
with each request being eliminated from the queue when it
has been played. Similarly, the control means may store
information about the length of time the user has used the

system or about the activity at a particular user station.
^2 An interactive embodiment of the invention in-

cludes at least one reader, at least one user station, con-
trol means for presenting information from the reader to a

user, an input for the user, and a memory for storing the
user inputs. The control means selects the information to

20 be presented in response to the user inputs, and also pro-
cesses and stores the user inputs in the-raemory.

One method of displaying stored information
according to the invention includes the steps of selecting
a user station from a plurality of user stations; selecting

25 a reader from a plurality of readers, the selected reader
having access to the desired information; connecting the

selected reader to the selected user station; and display-
ing the desired information at the selected user station.
In addition, the method may include receiving selection

30 requests from users, storing the requests in a queue, and

loading each selection Into a reader when it reaches the

head of the queue. The method may also include retrieving
menu information from each of the storage units, processing
the menu information to provide a formatted menu arid dis-

35 playing the formatted menu on a menu display unit. The

menu information may be ordered according to the number of
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times each selection has been played or other criteria.

The method may also include receiving a user input indicat-

ing the type of menu information to be displayed.

In' accordance with the. inven tion, an audio/video

5 replay or jukebox system and a method are provided for se-

lectively replaying audio/ video information for users*

Other objects, features and advantages of the in-

vention will be apparent from the following description,

together with the accompanying drawings and the appended

10 claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWI ^^GS

Figure 1 is a perspective view showing a central

unit, a user unit and a service unit of an information re-

15 trieval system according to the present invention.

Figure 2 is a side view of the profiles of the

storage rack and readers of one embodiment of the system of

Figure 1, showing schematically the positions of the car-

riage of the invention.

20 Figure 3 is a side view showing an example of the

structure and operation of the carrying means of the embod-

iment of Figure 2.

Figure 3A is a side view in partial section of an

embodiment for loading a disk into a drawer.

25 Figure 3B is a cross-sectional view taken along

the line 38-3B in Figure 3A showing the center hole support-

ing device in an upper position.

Figure 3C is another cross-sectional view taken

along the line 3B-3B in Figure 3A showing the center hole

30 supporting device in a partially lowered position.

Figure 3D is a side view of an embodiment for

loading a disk onto a turntable.

Figure 3E is a side view of an embodiment for

loading a disk into one of two positions for loading one

35 player.
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Figure 3F is a cross-sectional view taken along

the line 3F-3F in Figure 3E showing the two loading posi-

tions.

Figure 3G is another cross-sectional view taken

5 along the line 3G-3G in Figure 3E showing the player.

Figure 4 is a top plan view showing the carrying

means and the readers of Figure 3.

Figure 5 is a front view showing the storage rack

and the readers of Figure 3.

10 Figure 5A is a top view in partial cross-section

of a circular storage rack embodiment of the invention.

Figure 6 is a, partial cross-sectional view of the

arm shown in Figure 3.

Figure 7 is a cross-sectional view taken along the

15 line 7-7 in Figure 6.

Figure 8 is a cross-sectional view taken along the

line 8-8 in Figure 6,

Figure 9 is a partial cross-sectional view of the

end of the arm shown in Figure 6.

20 Figure 10 is a cross-sectional view taken along

the line 10-10 in Figure 9.

Figure 11 is a partial cross-sectional view taken

from the same perspective as Figure 6.

Figure 12 is a side view of a part of the arm

25 shown in Figure 6.

Figure 13 is a schematic block diagram of one em-

bodiment of the invention which is used as a video jukebox

system.

Figure 14 is a schOTatic block diagram of a remote

30 terminal for use in the system of Figure 13.

Figure 15 is a schematic block diagram of a menu

terminal for use in the system of Figure 13.

Figure 16 is a schematic block diagram of a cen-

tral controller for use in the system of Figure 13.
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Figure 17. is a schematic block diagram of an al-

ternate embodiment of the invention which may be used as an

interactive information system.

Figure 18 is a flow chart of one method of opera-

5 tion of the embodiment of Figure 17.

Figure 19 is a schematic block diagram of an al-

ternative embodiment of the invention in which both a cen-

tral processor and a menu terminal processor are provided.

Figure 20 is a schematic front view of the front

10 panel of a display unit for use in the invention.

Figures 20A-20C illustrate three menu display for-

mats on the display unit of Figure 20 according to the in-

vention.

Figure 21 is a flow chart of a method of providing

15 a menu display and user selection according to the inven-

tion.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

I . Overview of the Video Jukebox System

Figure 1 is a perspective view illustrating one

20 embodiment of an information retrieval system of the inven-

tion. Retrieval system 10, which may be a video jukebox as

shown in Figure 1, includes a central unit 20 and at least

one user unit 30. Central unit 20 includes several devices

for providing information to an operator of the system, in-

25 eluding a video screen 22a, speakers 22b and digital dis-

play 22c. Central unit 20 is also equipped with several

means by which an operator may provide information to the

system, including keyboard 24a and RS232 port 24b.

User unit 30, which may be a viewing station re-

30 mote from central unit 20, similarly includes video screen

32a and speaker 32b for providing an audio/video presenta-

tion to a user. Viewing station 30 also includes selection

keys 34a by which a user may select an audio/video selec-

tion after inserting an appropriate amount of money in coin
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10

15

Slot 34b. Digital display 32c provides information to as-
sist the user in making a selection.

Figure 1 also shows one example of a service unit
40 which may be connected with RS232 port 24b or other ap-
propriate connection means by a service person. As shown,
service unit 40 includes LCD display 42 and keyboard 44.

The operation of system 10 may be understood by
*

considering how each of the components, the central unit
20, the viewing station 30 and the service unit 40 interact
respectively with an operator, a user and a service person.
As will be seen, the system interacts with each of these
individuals, as appropriate.

The basic function of the retrieval systen 10 is
to provide audio/ video presentations to a user who has in-
serted an appropriate amount of coins in the coin slot 34b
or has provided other appropriate access signals at one of
the remote viewing stations 30. Although the present de-
scription relates to a coin-operated embodiment, access
codes or other access signals could be used. The user may
determine what selections are available from a menu viewing
station which displays a list of the available selections.
After inserting the appropriate amount of coins in coin
slot 34b, the user may indicate the desired selection by
pressing an appropriate combination of the selection keys

25 34a, Control circuitry in viewing station 30 will send

- appropriate signals to central unit 20, indicating the sel-
ection which has been made. Circuitry in central unit 20
will then respond to the signals by causing the video disk
containing the desired selection to be loaded in a reader.

30 shown in Figure 2, and connecting that reader to viewing
station 30 to permit the audio/ video information to be pre-
sented by video screen 32a and speaker 32b. Also, in the

embodiment of Fig. 1, the selection may be simultaneously

displayed on central unit video screen 22a.

35 The retrieval system of the invention may also be
used by a special user or operator, such as the owner or

20
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manager of the business establishment in which it is irt-

stalled. Preferably, a concealed switch or special user

key (not shown) is provided on one or more of the viewing

stations 30\ permitting the operator to interact with sys-

5 tem 10» In system 10, shown in Figure 1, such an operator

may interact with the system through central unit 20, which

may be appropriately located in a private area of the busi-

ness establishment. The operator need not insert coins in

order to interact with system 10, but may simply make sel-

10 ections using keyboards 34a and 24a. Operation of key-

boards 34a and 24a enables the operator to override the

selections of users at viewing stations 30 in various ways,

discussed in detail below. In addition, the operator may

start system 10 and may interact in the same manner as a

15 user, as described above. While interacting with viewing

station 30 or control unit 20, an operator will receive

signals through digital display 32c or 22c, respectively,

which will assist the operator in controlling the system.

These displays 32c and 22c may, for example, be LED dis-

20 plays.

Central unit 20 is also equipped with an RS232

port 24b or other appropriate connection means, to which

may be attached a service console unit 40, as shown in Fig-

ure 1. This arrangement permits a service person to inter-

25 act wi th system 10. Service console 40 includes LCD dis-

play 42 and keyboard 44, which enable a service person to

interactively change basic operating features of system 10,

such as the cost per selection, the selections available

from the disks, and other basic features discussed in

30 greater detail below. In addition, a service person using

service console 40 is able to monitor basic accounting in-

formation about the operation of system 10, which will be

necessary to verify the amount of currency collected and to

indicate popularity of specific selections.

35 As can be seen from the above description of the

general operation of system 10, an important part of cen-
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tral unit 20 is the equipment used to select the disks to

be played and load them into readers. This equipment will
now be described in relation to Figures 2-1 2,

II. The Selector Subsystem

5 The purpose of the selector subsysten is to permit
selection of any of a plurality of disks or other storage
units from one or more storage racks for playing in one of
a plurality of players. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate how the

selector subsystem 50 of the present invention may accom-
10 plish that purpose if the storage units are disks.

Figure 3 shows a side view of the selector subsys-
tem 50, including partial cross-sectional views of some
components. Storage rack 60 contains a plurality of disks

52. stored side by side in the same orientation. Although

15 the invention could be used with any orientations of the

stored disks, the orientation of the disks 52 in storage
rack 60 will generally be described herein as vertical, so

that each disk extends in a single vertical plane. Storage
rack 60 may be moved in a horizontal direction perpendicu-

20 lar to these vertical planes by rack drive motor 62 which
turns rack drive pulley 64, causing storage rack 60 to be

displaced horizontally. As discussed below, more than one
storage rack may be provided, and each rack may have a

curved elliptical or circular shape.

25 Figure 3 also shows two disk players 70a, 70h,

which are mounted on player support frame 72. Each of the

players 70a, 70b has a slot 74a, 74b or other appropriate
receptacle or loading means which may be in a different
orientation than the orientation of disks 52 in storage

30 rack 60. In general, slots 74a, 74b are equivalent to the

beginning point at which a loading mechanism receives a

disk to be loaded. In the embodiment shown in Figure 3,

slots 74a, 74b lie in parallel horizontal planes, so that

the disks 52 must be rotated by 90** from their orientation
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in storage rack 60 in order to be inserted in slots 74a,

74b, Other arrangements of the disk players are possible.

Although a variety of types of disks 52 could be

used in the present invention, the presently preferred em-

5 bodiment makes use of standard laser or optical disk play-

ers manufactured by any of several manufacturers, such as

Pioneer Models LD-XIOOO, LD-VIO or Lr>-V4000, sold by Pio-

neer Video, Inc. Other alternative embodiments could in-

clude the use of a CED disk reader with CED disks, a mag-

10 netic disk reader with magnetic disks, an audio compact

disk player with audio compact disks, an audio player like

a phonograph with audio disks, or an audio cassette player

with audio cassettes, for example. The specific features

of the laser or optical disk players, however, include the

15 availability of optical disks containing audio/ video en ter-

tainment selections, together with ccxipa tibi li ty in an el-

ectronic control environment. Such players may, for exam-

ple, be equipped with sensors for detecting the presence

and position of a disk to assist in loading and unloading.

20 In order for disk selector system 50 to perform

the various operations necessary, carrying mechanism or

means 80 is provided, as illustrated in Figure 3. Carrying

means 80 includes a carriage 82 or other appropriate sup-

port means movably mounted on a track 84. Track 84 extends

25 generally in the same plane as the disks 52 in the storage

rack 60 from adjacent storage rack 60 to a position near

upper disk player 70a. Mounted on carriage 82 are two arms

86a, 86b, each of which has various capabilities discussed

in greater detail below. Any manageable number of arms

30 could be used, including a single arm or three or more

aras. As shown in Figure 3, arm 86a may carry disk 54

while arm 86b is carrying disk 56. Because of the orienta-

tion of track 84, a disk. 52 from storage rack 60 may be

lifted by one of the anns 86a, 86b and carried directly to

35 a position adjacent one of the slots 74a. 74b. The disk

may then be rotated by 90* in either direction for inser-
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tion intx> the slot 74a, 74b, As shown in Figure 3, disk 54

is in the same orientation as disk 52 in the storage rack

60, so that it could be replaced in the storage rack. Disk

56, on the other hand, has been rotated by arm 86b by 90*

5 for insertion into slot 74b. Although it is presently pre-

ferred to rotate the disks by 90*, the disks could be rota-

ted by 180* or by any other appropriate angle to position

them for loading or storage. In general, the disks may be

stored in any orientation and played in any orientation.

10 Figure 3 shows carriage 82 in a position in which

the arms 86a, 86b are aligned with the slots 74a, 74b. As

shown in Figure 2, however, carriage 82 may take several

other positions for performing specific operations. In

position 1, a disk held in arm 86b may be inserted in slot

15 74a. In position 2, the position illustrated in Figure 3,

a disk in either of arms 86a, 86b may be inserted into or

removed from the corresponding one of slots 74a, 74b. In

position 3, a disk may be inserted into or removed from

slot 74b by arm 86a.. In position 4, a disk may be inserted

20 into or removed from storage rack 60 by arm 86b. In posi-

tion 5, a disk may be inserted into or removed from storage

rack 60 by arm 86a.

In order to move carriage 82 between these various

positions, carriage drive motor 90 turns carriage drive

25 pulley 92, causing carriage drive cable 94 to change the

position of carriage 82 along track 84. The exact align-

ment of carriage 82, however, is determined by sensing de-

vice 88 mounted on carriage 82. Sensing device 88 can op-

erate as a sensor which senses position, indicators on track

30 84 or elsewhere in the disk selector subsystem 50. Alter-

natively, sensing device 88 may be a signal source which is

sensed by a sensor mounted on track 84 or elsewhere in disk

selector subsystem 50 for indicating that carriage 82 is

correctly positioned in one of its five positions shown in

35 Figure 2.
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Rather than having slots like slots 74a, 74b, some

currently available laser or optical disk players, includ-

ing Pioneer Model LD-V4000, are equipped with a drawer into

which the disk must be placed fronj above* Figures 3A-3C

5' show an embodiment* of a loading mechanism which could be

used for receiving a disk and placing it into such a

drawer. Player 70c Includes drawer 76a, shown in Its fully

open position in Figure 3A. Means are provided for moving

drawer 76a between its open, and closed positions, such as

10 member 76b which can be extended from housing 76c in re-

sponse to appropriate control signals. Arm 86b is shown

holding disk 56, and is fully extended toward player 70c.

Center hole supporting device 7 8a is positioned above disk

56, and is supported in that position by support 78b. De-

15' vice 78a is mounted on support 78b by a pin 78g which

slides on a track 78h or any other appropriate mechanism

for moving between an upper position and a lower position.

Device 78a includes means for supporting disk 56 at a cen-

ter hole, such as an extendable member 79 which is also

20 expandable or spreadable for contacting and firmly holding

the center hole of disk 5 6.

Figures 3A and 38 show member 79 extended and ex-

panded in the center hole of disk 5 6 from two different

views. As shown, disk 56 rests against cradle levers 78c

25 and 7 8d which, are pivo tally mounted to support 7 8b at pivot

points 78e and 78f. Levers 78c and 78d are also slidably

mounted in tracks on device 7 8a such that they are drawn

away from underneath disk 56 as device 7 8a moves toward its

lower position, shown in Figure 3C. Levers 78c and 78d may

30 be equipped with sensors (not shown) for indicating that

disk 56 is resting in position for engagement by member 79.

Similarly, member 79 may be equipped with a light source

(not shown) and drawer 76a may have an array of sensors

(not shown) for assisting the positioning of member' 79 over

35: the center hole of disk 5 6.
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When member 79 has engaged the center hole of disk

56, device 78a may be lowered by drive means (not shown) in

support 78b, as shown in Figure 3C. Levers 78c and 78d

will pivot around points 78e and 78f, drawing away from

5 under disk 5 6 so that it may be lowered onto a surface in

drawer 76a. A pressure sensor (not shown) in member 79 may

be used to sense the drawer 76a when contact is made, so

that member 79 will release disk 5 6 and retract.

Figure 30 shows another embodiment of a loading

10 mechanism. Arm 86b holds disk 5 6 in the fully extended

position for loading onto turntable 77a. Disk 56 may then

be loaded by either lowering arm 86b or by raising turn-

table 77a until spindle 77c passes through center hole 77b.

An audio disk ordinarily may be played without being held

15 in place, but in the illustrated embodiment, cap 77d may be

lowered onto spindle 77c to hold disk 56 in place, which

will be appropriate if disk 56 is rotated at high speeds,

as for random access.
.
Cap 77d and spindle 77c may be

equipped with appropriate sensing means for positioning

20 disk 5 6.

Figures 3E-3G show another embodiment of a loading

device 270 for loading a single player 272 movably mounted

on track 274. Player 272 may thus be loaded by inserting

either of drawers 276, 278 into slot 272a, shown in Figure

25 3G. Loading device 270 includes two positioning devices

292, 294 resembling device 78a in Figures 3A-3C. Each of

devices 292, 294 is mounted on a track 280 by corresponding

rollers 282, 284 or other movable members. Drive means

290, such as motors, are provided for moving devices 292,

30 294 up and down to perform the loading into and out of

drawers 276, 278, as shown in Figure 3F. Similarly, player

272 is mounted on track 274 by rollers 29 6 and moved into

position for loading and unloading one of drawers 276, 278.

The loading and unloading operations are performed by mov-

35 ing means 286, 288 which may be similar to the structure of

Figure 3A, but which is mounted to track 280.
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The arrangement of carrying means 80 shown in Fig-

ures 2 and 3 is presently preferred, but this arrangement

could be changed substantially without going beyond the

scope of tbd invention* For example, the distance between

5 arms 86a and 86b and the corresponding distance between

slots 74a and 74b could be increased so that two disks

could be held in the vertical orientation at the same time.

The number of arms could be increased, and a single system

could include more than one bank of players 70a, 70b, more

10 than one track 84 and carriage 82, more than one storage

rack 60, and slots 74a and 74b in other orientations. In

addition, additional disk players like players 70a and 70b

could be added to permit a larger number of selections to

be played simultaneously. A great variety of alternative

15 embodiments is available.

The details of disk selector subsystem 50 may be

better understood from Figures 4-12. Figures 4 and 5 show

details of the disk player arrangement in relation to the

carrying means 80 and the storage rack 60. Figure 5A shows

20 an alternative storage rack arrangement. Figures 6-12 show

details of the structure of arms 86a and 86b.

Figure 4 is a top view of the disk selector sub-

system 50 of the invention, taken along the line 4-4 in

Figure 3. Arm 86a is holding disk 54 adjacent player 70a,

25 either before or after rotating disk 54 into or from the

horizontal position shown as a broken line profile. Arm

86a is mounted on carriage 82 which rides on track 84. As

seen in Figure 4, wheels 96 or similar turning means are

provided for maintaining the position of carriage 82 in .

30 relation to track 84. Carriage drive cable 94 is attached

to carriage 82 for moving it according to the turning mo-

tion of carriage drive motor 90. In addition, track 84 may

be specially constructed so that control signals control-

ling the operation of arms 86a and 86b are conducted along

35 conductive strips on track 84 and enter carriage 82 through

contacts on wheels 96. The necessary control signals could
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alternatively be provided through a cable mounted within

central unit 20 and connected to carriage 82 in such a man-

ner that it would not become tangled or twisted due to the

movement of carriage 82. As noted above, the illustrated

5 embodiment is only one of nfiany possible embodiments, and a

variety of means could be used to provide the control sig-

nals.

Figure 5 shows players 70a, 70h in relation to

storage rack 60. Disk 56 can be seen being inserted into

10 slot 74b in player 70b; after disk 56 is received into

player 70b, however, it may not be visible, due to the op-

eration of player 70b. Magazine 58 containing ten disks 52

is mounted on storage rack 60. Storage rack 60 is prefer-

ably capable of containing a plurality of magazines 58,

15 with each magazine being replaceable when it is desired to

provide new selections. Each magazine may engage or be

equipped with a group of switches or sensors indicating

whether a disk is in each slot and to assist in loading the

disks. The outputs from these switches may then be provided

20 to the electronic circuitry discussed below. Figure 5 also

shows how storage rack 60 rides on guide rods 68, Motor

62, shown in outline, turns rack drive pulley 64a, causing

rack drive cable 66 to move storage rack 60 in an appropri-

ate direction. Rack drive cable 66 also loops around rack

25 drive pulley 64b, so that it can pull the storage rack in

either direction in relation to the players 70a and 70b.

These movements can be coordinated by separate sensing

means or by sensor 88 mounted on carriage 82. By moving

storage rack 60 an appropriate distance, any selected one

30. of disks 52 can be aligned to be carried from storage rack

60 to an appropriate one of the players 70a and 70b.

As noted above, disks 5 2 may be stored in a vari-

ety of arrangements, one of which is the rectangular stor-

age rack 60 of Figure 5. A plurality of such racks could

35 be provided, one above another, for example, to provide a

greater amount of storage. Curved storage rack 60a, shown
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in Figure 5A, is another alternative for increasing stor-

age. Storage rack 60a may be rotated about its center by

drive means 62a for selecting a disk 52 to be loaded or,

alternative-ly , carrying means 80, shown schematically, may

5 be pivoted about an axis to select a disk. In general,

rather than moving the storage rack in any embodiment, car-

rying means 80 may be moved to select a disk. In addition,

means may be provided on the storage rack for positioning a

disk to be -removed and for guiding a disk back into posi-

10 tion in the rack.

Figure 6 shows in partial cross-section one of the

two arms 86a, 86b, whose structure is identical. The view

in Figure 6 is taken generally along the lines 6-6 in Fig-

ure 3. In addition, Figure 6 shows how each arm 86 is

15 mounted in carriage 82, within coil 82a, such that arm 86

can be moved to the right or left. In effect, arm 86 to-

gether with coil 82a, form a solenoid, so that current

flowing through coil 82a will control the position of arm

86. For that purpose, arm 86 must contain a suitable perm-

20 anent magnet (not shown) responsive to coil 82a. A variety

of other arrangements, however, are within the scope of the

invention, including arrangements in which a miniature mo-

tor causes arm 86 to be moved to the right or left by a

screwing or gear driven effect or in which a hydraulic or

25 air pressure system moves arm 86 right and left^ In gen-

eral, each reference to a solenoid herein is intended to

cover all known equivalent devices for producing the speci-

fied motion. As can be appreciated from Figure 3, however,

it may only be necessary that arm 86 assume one of two pos-

30 itions. In one of these positions, arm 86 is aligned to

insert a disk into or remove a disk from storage rack 60,

and in the other position, arm 86 has inserted a disk into

or is preparing to remove a disk from one of the players

70a, 70b.

35 Figure 6 also shows a number of smaller solenoids

100, 102, 104 which control other functions of arm 86, and
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which could also take a variety of other forms. Solenoid

100 functions to control the opening and closing of grip-

ping means such as arms 108a and 108b, Each of the arms

108a, 108b is connected to a corresponding plate 1 10a, 110b

5 for holding disk 54, as shown. Separating arras t08a and .

108b is pad 108c, which may be made of rubber and which

also cushions the edge of disk 56. Pad 108c may be

equipped with a sensor to detect the presence of disk 56.

Solenoid 100 operates by moving wedge 112 between two posi-

10 tions. In the rightward position, as shown in Figure 6,

wedge 112 presses the leftward ends of arms 108a, 108b

apart around pivot points 114a and 114b. As a result,

plates 110a, 110b are pushed together, and hold disk 54

firmly in place. In the leftward position, shown in Fig.

15 11, wedge 112 is withdrawn from between the leftward ends

of arms 108a, 108b, so that springs 116a, 116b or other

biasing means push the leftward ends of arms 108a, 108b

together, releasing disk 54. The relationship between

wedge 112 and arms 108a, 108b can be appreciated more

20 clearly from Figure 8, which is a cross-sectional view

along line 8-8 in Figure 6.

The turning of the end part 106 of arm 86 is con-

trolled by solenoids 102 and 104. As shown in Figure 6,

solenoid 102 can move its plunger 102a between two posi-

25 tions, engaging groove 118a in the first position and

groove 118b in the second position. This can be seen more

clearly from Figure 7, which shows a cross-section of arm

86 along line 7-7 in Figure 6. Figure 12 shows grooves

118a, 118b more clearly from a perspective view. As shown

30 in Figure 6, solenoid 104 is connected to move solenoid 102

together with end part 106 of am 86 from right to left.

The effect of this will be to turn end part 106 by 90**

clockwise or counterclockwise, with the direction of rota-

tion being determined by which of the grooves 118a and 118b

35 is engaged by solenoid 102. As shown in Figure 7, if sol-

enoid 102 engages groove 118a. end part 106 will rotate
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counter-clockwise as viewed from the player side* Con-

versely, when solenoid 102 engages groove 118b, end part

106 will rotate clockwise as viewed from the player side.

In addition; as shown in Figure .9 , end part 106 will be

5 moved toward the main part 120 of arm 86 as it rotates.

Several different positions of arm 86 are shown in

Figures 6, 9, 10 and 11. Figure 6 illustrates the position

in which end part 106 is extended, so that disk 54 is held

in a vertical plane. At the same time, however, the main

10 part 120 of arm 86 is in its leftward position, so that

disk 54 may be inserted into or removed from storage rack

60. Alternatively, as shown in Figure 9, disk 54 may be

rotated in the counterclockwise direction through the ac-

tion of solenoids 102 and 104, bringing end part 106 into

IS abutment with main part 120 of aitn 86. This rotation of

90* positions disk 54 to be inserted into or removed from

one of the slots 74a, 74b or placed into position for load-

ing into drawer 76c. Figure 10, a partial cross-section

taken along the line 10-10 in Figure 9, shows how coil 8P.a

20 may then be used to move arm 86 toward the right, inserting

disk 54 into slot 74a or 74b or into drawer 76c. Then, as

shown in Figure 11, disk 54 can be released when solenoid

100 moves wedge 112 leftward, permitting springs 116a, 116b

to spread arms 108a, 108b.

25 The means for holding a disk 54 shown in Figures 6

and 9-11 may also be equipped with sensors (not shown) for

sensing whether disk 54 is held between plates 110a, 110b.

In addition, other arrangements for holding disk 54 could

be used, such as a fork shaped claw or clamp con tiac ting the

30 edge of the disk at each side. Another arrangement is to

use fingers or other contact means for engaging the perim-

eter of the disk at two points approximately opposite each

other. Also a center gripping device could be mounted at

the end of each arm 86a. 86b for gripping each disk at its

35 center hole.
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Figure 12 shows how grooves 118a and 118b are

formed in the main part 120 of arm 86 in the illustrated

embodiment. The precise curvature of grooves 118a and 118b
will depend on the power of solenoid 104 and the friction

5 between the plunger of solenoid 102 and the walls of main
part 120. Figure 12, however, illustrates the general

arrangement by which end part 106 may be rotated by 90** in

either direction.

In the illustrated embodiment, a limited number of

10 control signals are necessary to control the movements of
carrying means 80. Two signals are necessary for each of
the solenoids, 82a, 100, 102 and 104. for each arm 86a,

86b. Therefore, a total of 16 distinct control signals are

necessary for the solenoids. In addition, at least two

15 control signals are necessary for carriage drive motor 90,
one to indicate that the carriage should be moved upward,

and the other to indicate that it should be moved downward.

Similarly, at least two control signals are necessary for

rack drive motor 62, to provide leftward and rightward

20 movement of the storage rack 60. Therefore, a total of at

least 20 distinct control signals are necessary for con-

trolling the carrying means and the movement of the storage

rack. More control signals may be required for other em-

bodiments described above. These signals are provided by

25 electrical circuitry, and we turn now to a detailed de-

scription of the electrical circuitry which may be used in

one embodiment of the invention.

III. Electronic Circuitry Subsystem

Figures 13-16 illustrate an embodiment of the el-

30 ectronic circuitry subsystem 150 which may be used in the

retrieval system 10 described above. The electronic sub-

system 150, as shown in Figure 13, controls all of the

other functions of the system, including the mechanical

operations of the selector subsystem 50 described above.
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As shown in Figure 13, electronic subsysten 150

includes central controller 160 which is interconnected

with all of the other electronic components of the system.

Within central controller 160 is audio/ video switch 162

5 which provides the audio/ video information received from

either of the disk players 70a, 70b or from an external

audio/ video input 76 to one or more of the remote viewing

stations 30a, 30b or to an audio/video output such as video

screen 22a and speakers 22b.

10 Central controller 160 also functions to provide

control signals to the robotic arm control 170. Although,

it would be possible for central controller 160 to provide

control signals directly to the solenoids 82a, 100, 102,

and 104 and to the motors 62 and 90, a separate 4robo tic arm

15 control 170 is provided for this function in the J.llustra-

ted embodiment. Central controller 160 will, as described

below, include a microcomputer, and robotic arm control 170

will also include a microcomputer, connected to central

controller 160 through an RS-232 port or other appropriate

20 connection.

In the illustrated embodiment, four video disk

magazines 5 8a-58d are provided on storage rack 60, each

magazine containing 10 video disks. Therefore, the signals

from central controller 160 can indicate to robotic arm

25 control 170 which of the magazines 58a-58d is desired on

two bits; which disk within that magazine is desired on

four bits; and which side of that disk is desired on one

bit. In addition, central controller 160 must indicate to

robotic am control 170 which of disk players 70a or 70b is

30 involved in the transfer, and whether the disk is to be

placed in the player or removed from the player, since the

sequence of steps in each case will differ. In addition,

if an additional temporary storage location, such as a

shelf, were provided, additional signals would be needed to

35 indicate storage on or retrieval from the shelf. This

would provide a way of storing the protective cover of a
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disk 52 while the disk is played in those embodiments em-

ploying a protective cover. Alternatively, the cover could

be returned to storage rack 60

•

In- response to a set of signals from central con-

5 troller 160, robotic arm control 170 will send out signals

to rack drive motor 62 to cause it to position storage rack

60 such that the appropriate one of magazines 58a-58d is

aligned with the carrying means 80, with the appropriate

disk 52 positioned to be picked up by one of the arms 86a

10 or 86b. As was discussed above, the proper alignment of

storage rack 60 can be accomplished using sensors, such as

sensor 88 mounted on carriage 82, For example, sensor 88

could be aligned with a light source (not shown), such that

a signal would be transaiitted to robotic arm control 170

15 whenever one of the disk5 52 goes through a certain posi-

tion. In this manner, robotic arm control 170 could posi-

tion storage rack 60 by moving it rightward or leftward the

necessary number of disks from the previously accessed disk

52.

20 Vhen storage rack 60 has been correctly aligned,

the operation of carrying means 80 can be controlled by

robotic arm control 170. Several specific operating sce-

narios are listed in Table I. Each of these operating sce-

narios represents a series of steps to be followed by the

25 carrying means 80. For example, operating scenario A be-

gins with the positioning of carriage 82 a t position 5, as

shown in Figure 2. At position 5, arm 86a picks up the

appropriate sleeve from storage rack 60 in step 1. Then

carriage 82 moves to position 3 in which arm 86a is rotated

30 in either the clockwise or counterclockwise direction to

align the sleeve with slot 74b. In the third and final

step of operating scenario A, arm 86a either inserts the

sleeve into slot 74b, or carriage 82 moves to position 2,

in which am 86a inserts the sleeve into slot 74a.'

35 The above operating scenario illustrates some of

the features of the illustrated embodiment of the present
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invention. One feature is that the disks 52 can only be

rotated by arm 86a when the carriage 82 is in position 3,

while the disk 52 can only be rotated by arm 86b when the

carriage 82' Is in position 2. As a result, the conflict

5 which might be caused by rotating two disks at once is

avoided. This feature could be omitted if the arms 86a and

86b were spaced sufficiently apart.

Another feature illustrated by the above operating

scenario is that robotic arm control 170 may perform each

10 function separately by switching a particular signal appro-

priately. For example, in order to position the carriage

at position 5, robotic arm control 170 may provide a signal

to carriage drive motor 90 to turn in a particular direc-

tion. This signal may be stored in a latch and provided

15 continuously to carriage drive motor 90 until sensor 88

indicates that position 5 has been reached. At that time,

carriage drive motor 90 will be switched off by an appro-

prate signal, and solenoid 100 may be switched by another

signal stored in a latch to grip disk 5 2 in storage rack

20 60, In a similar manner, each step of each operating sce-

nario may be performed in order to control the carrying

means 80. In addition, other feedback signals besides

those from sensor 88 may be provided to indicate that a

particular step has been completed, so that the next step

25 can begin. . For example, additional sensors could be

installed to indicate that each of the solenoids has com-

pleted its function. Other possible sensors have been men-

tioned above.

Robotic arm control 170 will, in essence, trans-

30 late each set of signals from the central controller 160

into a series of steps to accomplish the desired loading or

unloading of a disk 52. Ordinarily, as set forth in oper-

ating scenarios A-F in Table I, carrying means 80 will move

one disk 52 at a time. Operating scenarios G and H, how-

35 ever, provide examples of how carrying means 80 may carry

two disks 52 at the same time. Robotic arm control 170 may
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be programmed to employ operating scenario G when it re-

ceives two requests from central controller 160 at about

the same time. Robotic arm control 170 may employ operat-

ing scenario H when disks without sleeves are used and only

5 the disk in player A is to be replaced, permitting very

rapid disk changing. A similar scenario could be used to

replace the disk in player B, and these scenarios would

need only minor modifications if sleeves were used. These

scenarios would be- especially useful in a degraded mode in

10 which one player has failed and the other must play all

requests. The timing may be controlled so that one arm

hovers adjacent the operating player awaiting the comple-

tion of a selection so that it may ranove a disk, while the

other arm. hovers with the next disk ready for insertion

15 when the previous disk is removed.

Operating scenarios I is specifically appropriate

to the embodiment in Figures '3E-3G, in which the arms load

and unload a single player through two loaders. In this

scenario, only arm A is used, which would be useful in an

20 embodiment using only one arm or in a degraded mode in

which one arm has failed and the other must handle all disk

movements.

The programming of robotic arm control 170 may be

done in a number of ways according to known programming

25 methods. The operating scenarios of Table I, however, sug-

gest that a number of standard routines could be stored in

memory, to be executed as appropriate by a master program.

The function of the master program would be to determine

which of the operating scenarios should be executed in

30 order to comply with the signals received from the central

controller 160. Then, when the necessary operating scenar-

ios were completed, robotic arm control 170 would return a

signal to central controller ISO, indicating that a partic-

ular side of a particular disk has been inserted in a par-

35 ticular drive. Upon receiving this signal, central con-

troller 160 could proceed with other operations.
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TABLE I

10

15

20

25

30-

arm A to re-

arm A to ro-

Operating Scenarios

A. 1. Position carriage' at position 5; arm A to

pick-up sleeve from rack.

2. Position carriage at position 3; arm A to

rotate sleeve to horizontal,

3. (a) Arm A to insert sleeve into slot B.

(b) Position carriage at position 2; arm A

to insert sleeve into slot A.

B. 1. Position carriage at position 2;

move sleeve from slot A.

2. Position carriage at position 3;

tate sleeve to vertical,

3. Position carriage at position 5;

sleeve into rack,

C. 1, Position carriage at position 1

move sleeve from slot A,

2. Position carriage at position 2:

tate sleeve from vertical.

3. Position carriage at position 4:

sert sleeve into rack.

D. 1. Position carriage at position 4;

pick up sleeve from rack.

2. Position carriage at position 2;

tate sleeve to horizontal.

3. (a) Arm B to insert sleeve into slot B.

(b) Position carriage at position 1; arm B

to insert sleeve into slot A.

E. 1. Position carriage at position 2; arm B to re-

move sleeve from slot B.

2. . Arm B to rotate sleeve to vertical.

3. Position carriage at position 4; arm B to re-

turn sleeve to rack.

P. 1. Position carriage at position 3; arro A to re-

move sleeve from slot B.

insert

arm B to re-

arm B to ro-

arm B to in-

arm A to

arm A to ro-
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2* Arm A to rotate sleeve to vertical.

3. Position carriage at position 5; arm A to

return sleeve to rack.

G. 1. Position carriage at position 5; arm A to

5 pick up sleeve from rack.

2. " Position carriage -at position 3; am A to ro-
tate sleeve to horizontal.

3. Position carriage at position 4; arm R to

pick up sleeve from rack.

4. Position carriage at position 2; arm B to ro-
tate sleeve,

5. (a) Arm A to insert sleeve into slot A.

(b) Arm B to insert sleeve into slot B.

(c) Position carriage at position 1; arm R

to insert sleeve into slot A (arm A continues
to hold sleeve).

H. (no sleeve) 1. Position carriage at position 4;

arm B to pick up next disk from rack.

2. Position carriage at position 2; arm B to ro-
tate next disk to horizontal; arm A to remove
previous disk from slot A.

3. Position carriage at position 1; arm B to in-

sert next disk into slot A.

4. Position carriage at position 3; arm A to ro-

tate previous disk to vertical.

5. Position carriage at position 5; Arm A to re-

turn previous disk to rack.

I. 1. Position carriage at position 5; arm A to

pick up sleeve with next disk from rack.

2. Position carriage at position 3; arm A to

rotate sleeve to horizontal and insert sleeve
into slot B.

3. Position carriage at position 2; when previ-

ous disk completed, arm A to remove previous
disk in sleeve from slot A while player moves
to play next disk loaded into slot B.

4. Position carriage at position 5; arm A to

return sleeve to rack.

20

25
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The other operations to be performed by central

controHer 160 may be more fully understood from Figure 14.

a block diagram showing its major components in one embodi-

ment. As shown in Figure 14, central controller 160 is

5 built around microcomputer 164> which may be a standard

microcomputer programmed as necessary to control the other

components of electronic circuitry subsystem 150, A pri-

mary function of microcomputer 164 will be to control the

connection between disk players 70a and 70b to viewing ter-

10 minals 30a and 30b through audio/ video switch 162, as de-

scribed above. In addition, microcomputer 164 interfaces

with a number of external components or peripherals through

interfaces 166a-166d, Disk control interface 166a is con-

nected to disk players 70a ind 70b for controlling their

15 operation. Similarly, robotic arm control interface 166b

is connected to robotic arm control 160 for providing and

receiving the signals described above. Network interface

166c connects with selection viewing stations 30a, 30b and

menu viewing station 30c for interacting with a user and

20 for communicating for other purposes with the viewing sta-

tions. Service console interface 166d connects to service

console 40 for interacting with service personnel. As set

forth above, the robotic arm control interface 166b and the

service console interface 166d may be wired for connection

25 through respective RS-232 ports.

Microcomputer 164 must also have certain memory

capabilities in order to function as required by the pres-

ent invention. Some of these memory requirenents are met

by non-volatile memory 164a, which is shown as a distinct

30 component from microcomputer 164, but which may, in an ad-

vanced microcomputer, be provided as a part of the micro-

computer itself. The information stored in non-volatile

memory 164a will include a selection table capable of list-

ing all of the selections on all of the disks in the stor-

35 age racks 60, including a unique number identifying each

selection independent of where it is located; a playing
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time indicating the number of seconds the selection will

play; an inhibit flag which will preserve the data about
the selection even if the selection is renoved from the

storage rack- 60; a stimulation flag permitting the selec-

5 tion to be played to attract users to use the system; a

commercial flag permitting the selection to be used as a

display resembling an advertisement to attract users to use
the system; and a number of plays indicating how many times

the selection has been requested, paid for or played. In

10 some embodiments of the invention, users may access selec-

tions using a code or other access signal other than pay-

ment, in which case non-volatile memory 164a may store the

time of access by each user or the number of selections^-by

each user. In addition, non-volatile memory I64a will con-

15 tain a playing queue listing all selections made by users

at the selection viewing stations 30a, 30b, the queue being

capable of accommodating a number of selections and each

entry in the queue containing the selection number which is

the address at which the information about that selection

20 is stored in the selection table. Non-volatile memory 164a

also contains a number of register locations indicating

current data such as the selection number of the selection

being played in disk player 70a, the selection number of

the selection being played in disk player 70b, a pointer or

25 status flag indicating which of the players is currently

playing and a stimulation time indicating the length of

time in minutes after which the system will perform the

stimulation routine, described below.

In normal operation, microcomputer 164 will commu-

30 nicate with all of the peripherals described above in order

to manage the fjow of audio/ video information from disk

players 70a, 70b or external audio/video input 76 through

the audio/ video switch 162 to the appropriate selection

viewing stations 30a, 30b. In addition, microcomputer 164

35 will control the movements of the carrying means 80 and

motors 62 and 92 through robotic arm control interface I66b
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connected to robotic arm control ISO. Microcomputer 164

will similarly control the operation of video disk player

70a, 70b through disk control interface 166a, Microcompu-

ter 164 will also communicate with selection viewing sta-

5 tions 30a, 30b and menu viewing station 30c through network

interface 166c which operates a round-robin poll type net-

work. None of the viewing stations connected to this net-

work will respond to microcomputer 164 unless specifically

addressed, and each viewing station shall have a unique

10 address which may be used by microcomputer 164 to obtain

information from that viewing station. If any of the sel-

ection viewing stations 30a, 30b provides a selection re-

quest, microcomputer 164 will first verify that it is a

valid selection before entering it into the playing queue,

15 If not, it will provide a signal to be displayed on digital

display 32c of the viewing station 30a or 30b, indicating

an error, and permitting the user to make an alternate sel-

ection. But if the selection is valid, microcomputer 164

will enter it into the playing queue and will increment the

20 stored count, indicating how many times that selection has

been requested or paid for. The microcomputer 164 will

also interface with service console 40 through service con-

sole interface 166d.

The microcomputer 164 is preferably operable to

25 perform a menu reading routine for obtaining menu informa-

tion to be subsequently processed and provided to the menu

viewing station 30c, an example of which is shown in Figure

20, discussed below. Before the routine may begin, as

shown in Figure 21, the disks must be loaded into the sys-

30 tern and the system must be initialized, as shown in box

710. This routine involves reading menu data from each

disk in the storage rack and storing the menu data in the

non-volatile memory 164a as in box 720. The specific menu

data stored on an initial track on each disk may include,

35 for each selection on the disk, the unique accounting num-

ber of that selection; the name of the selection; the name
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of the artists who performed the selection; the year the

selection was released or first appeared on the charts; the
playing time of the selection; a category number indicating
whether the selection is, for example, jazz, rock or other
type of music; and the production company name or an iden-
tifying number. When this data has been loaded in the non-
volatile memory 164a, the microcomputer 164 may then per-
form appropriate processing to integrate the menu informa-
tion into categories, with each item in each category being
in numerical or alphabetical order, as appropriate, as in
box 730, Each item will be associated in memory with the
address or disk location of the corresponding selection.

Boxes 740, 750, 760 illustrate a display loop

which can begin once the menu information is processed into
15 categories. The broadest categories available to the user

are first displayed at box 740. These may be the categor-
ies of music available on the system, such as hard rock,
jazz, etc. The user may request one of these categories,
for example by pressing appropriate ones of push buttons

.20 622 on the display unit 600 of Figure 20. The microcompu-
ter 164 will receive this request at box 750, when the user
presses one of enter buttons 624a, 624b. The request is
tested to decide if it is for a selection or merely for

other menu information, at box 760. If for menu informa-
tion, the requested information, such as a list of sub-cat-
egories within a larger category or a list of selections in
a category by artist or title, as in Figure 20A or 20B, is
accessed from memory and displayed at box 770.

When the user requests a selection, that selection
is accessed and retrieved from its storage unit and dis-
played at box 780. This completes the routine, but the

system may return to a display of the basic categories in
box 740 after box 780 is completed. If a single display is

used for both menu and selection information, the system
35 must await the completion of the requested selection before

returning to another display of categories in box 740.

25

30
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The method of Figure 21 may also be performed on

the embodimeat of the invention shown in Figure 19. using a

separate menu terminal processor. Figure 19 is discussed

in detail below.

5 The microcomputer 164 also performs a playing

queue maintenance routine including several important func-

tions. The playing queue maintenance routine responds to a

selection request from a user by first comparing the selec-

tion requested with the selections in the selection table

10 to verify that a valid selection has been made. If valid,

a selection request data unit indicating the selection is

then placed at the end of the playing queue. Then, when-

ever a selection has been completed on one of the disk

players 70a, 70b, playing of the next selection on the

15 other disk player may proceed, and a new selection may be

set up on the now idle disk player. When a selection is

completed, however, the 'playing queue maintenance routine

first removes the unit indicating the completed selection

from the playing queue and checks whether another selection

20 on the same side of the same disk, but with a greater sel-

ection number, is on the playing queue. I f so ,
that selec-

tion will be played Immediately. If not, the selection set

up on the other player will be played, the disk with the

completed selection will be removed from the player, and

25 the next selection at the top of the playing queue will be

taken from the storage rack 60 and inserted in the empty

disk player 70a or 70b. In an alternative embodiment, more

than one selection could be played at a time, with each

selection provided to a specific user. This would result

30 in greater delay between selections, however.

Microcomputer 164 could alternately perform a mod-

ified playing queue maintenance routine. In this embodi-

ment, each disk could contain a single selection, such as a

movie. Of the disks available, for example 100 disks, 20

35 could be provided storing each of five movies available on

the system. If each of the selection viewing stations 30a,
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30b is located in a room of a hotel, for example, the occu-
pant of each room may request any of those five movies at
any time. Upon receiving such a request, microcomputer 164

will access a movie selection queue in its memory contain-
ing data units designating those disks storing the reques-
ted movie, arranged in some predetermined order. The disk
designated by the top data unit of the movie selection
queue will then be accessed. Microcomputer 164 will also
access a player queue in its memory for the data unit des-
ignating the next player to be used, which, in the de-
scribed system, could be one of 20 players, for example.

The accessed disk will then be loaded in the next player,
and the replay of the movie will be connected to the selec-
tion viewing station 30a, 30b in the room from which the

request was made. In this way, each movie selection queue
and the player queue will be separately maintained.

As mentioned above, the microcomputer 164 may also
perform a stimulation routine, whenever it has not received
a selection from one of the selection viewing stations 30a,

30b for a long period of time. As indicated above, flags
stored in the non-volatile memory 164a indicate which of

the selections should be played as a result of the stimula-
tion routine, so that the stimulation routine involves

scanning the selection table to select appropriate selec-
25 tions for stimulation purposes. The stimulation routine is

only invoked if the time since the previous selection from

a selection viewing station 30a, 30b exceeds the stimula-

tion time stored in non-volatile memory 164a. If the stim-

ulation time is set to 0, the stimulation routine will

30 never be invoked. The two types of stimulation are selec-
tion stimulation, in which any of the selections with a

stimulation flag may be played, and commercial stimulation,
in which special productions which are not selections

available to the user may be played.

Figure 15 shows a schematic block diagram of that

part of electronic circuitry subsysten 150 in selection

20

35
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viewing station 30a, which is the same as in station 30b.

Microcomputer 180 performs the basic operating program for

this circuitry, including activating the local audio/ video

switch 172 when the local video screen 32a and speaker 34b

5 should present the audio/ video information from the central

audio/video switch 162, The arrangement shown in Figure 15

permits only a single audio/video selection to be presented

at a time, because all of the viewing stations are connec-

ted in a loop arrangement. If, on the other hand, a hub

10 and spoke connection were made with central audio/video

switch 162, more than one of the selection viewing stations

30a, 30b could present audio/ video information at the same

time from two different selections. Microcomputer 180 is

also connected to various peripheral devices through inter-

15 faces, including display interface 174a connecting to LED

display 32c on the viewing station to indicate, for example,

a selection being entered by a user; keypad interface 174b

connected to selection keys 34a for indicating selections

made by a user; coin acceptor interface 174d interfacing

20 with any standard coin or bill acceptor, such as the Coinco

Models 790 or 5,000 or the Rowe International Models 55 or

604; and the special user key interface 174c, permitting an

authorized operator of the system to override ordinary user

selections. Microcomputer 180 is also connected to network

25 controller 176 for communicating with the central control-

ler 160 through network interface 166c, described above.

Microcomputer 180 relies for power on voltage regulator 178

which receives power from power supply 168 shown in Figure

14.

30 Microcomputer 180 will normally perform routines

including accepting money through the coin acceptor inter-

face 174d and computing the corresponding number of selec-

tions which may be made; entering information through the

keypad interface 174b about selections made by a user; pro-

35 viding error or status indications through the display

interface 174a indicating that an invalid selection has
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been made, that another selection should be made, the

amount of selection credits remaining, or the selection

number of a selection being made; displaying information

through display interface 174a indicating the top three

5 selections in the system or the selection number currently

being played; and displaying the size of the playing queue

through display interface 174a in response to keyboard com-

mand from keypad interface 174b. In general, as noted

above r these items will be displayed on LCD display 32c.

10 When the special user key interface 174c indicates

that a special user or operator has control of the selec-

tion viewing station 30, microcomputer 180 will also per-

form routines which permit the special user to make a free

selection; to stop the current selection being played and

15 go to the next selection in the playing queue; to suspend

the current selection, placing it back in the queue and

substitute another selection or an entire disk side; to

delete all entries in the playing queue made before the

last system power turn-off or on; to delete all entries in

20 the playing queue; to freeze the playing queue, stop selec-

tion by users and select input from external video input

76; to enable or disable the free play option; or to

restart the entire system. As discussed above, these func-

tions may also be performed at central unit 20 by an auth-

25 orized operator, so that central unit 20 may contain a sep-

arate microcomputer for performing these functions in addi-

tion to microcomputer 164 for the central controller 160.

Microcomputer 180 may also perform a number of

routines relating to communications with central controller

30 1 60. Communications with the central controller 160 in-

clude the following functions: When system power goes up

in response to power supply 168, or at other times upon

command, microcomputer 180 may perform a routine configur-

ing itself with regard to the network controller 176, to

35 obtain an address which central controller 160 will subse-

quently use to address microcomputer 180, When requested
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by central controller 160, microcomputer 180 will perform a

routine providing the selection number which has just been

entered, if any« In response to a signal from the central

controller 160, microcomputer 180 can also perform routines

5 which receive information from the central controller to be

stored in microcomputer 180. These routines will store,

for example, the number of selections in the playing queue,

the number of coin pulses required for a selection, and the

selection number of the selection currently being played.

10 Figure 16 shows that part of the electronic cir-

cuitry subsystem 150 found in the menu viewing station 30c.

Microcomputer 190 controls the functions of the menu view-

ing station 30c, and may also be used for viewing selec-

tions when microcomputer 190 activates local audio/ video

15 switch 192* As can be seen from Figure 16, the menu view-

ing station has all of the capabilities of selection view-

ing stations 30a, 30b, as shown in Figure 15, but also

includes certain additional features. Specifically, in

addition to display interface 194a, keypad interface 194b,

20 special user key interface 194c, and coin acceptor inter-

face 194d, microcomputer 190 is connected to video text

generator 194e for generating a text display showing, for

example, the top 10 most popular selections for each artist

available on the system or the top 10 most popular selec-

25 tions in a particular category of music on the system. In

addition, microcomputer 190 is connected to non-volatile

memory 190a which stores the selections which may be dis-

played to a user. Microcomputer 190 is also connected to

network controller 196 and power supply 198. Unlike micro-

3Q computer 180 in the selection viewing station, however,

microcomputer 190 is illustrated as having a separate iso-

lated power supply 198, rather than receiving its power

from power supply 168.

Microcomputer 190 may use non-volatile memory 190a

35 to store several types of information provided by microcom-

puter 164. This information may include a category table
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listing a number of categories of selections; a production

company table listing a number of names of production com-

panies for the selections available; and a menu table list-

ing a number 6f selections, preferably the same number lis-

5 ted in the selection table in non-volatile memory 164a.

The information in the menu table will include the name of

each selection, the number of the category in which it

falls, the number of the company which produced it, the

name of the artist and the number of times the selection

10 has been played.

Microcomputer 190 will normally perform routines

identical to those of the selection viewing stations de-

scribed in relation to Figure 15. In addition, in response

to selections on selection keys 34a, microcomputer 190 will

15 perform routines permitting the user to select a category

of menu data for display. In response to a selection by

the user, microcomputer 190 may format a menu and cause the

formatted menu to be displayed through video text generator

194e. In other words, microcomputer 190 may perform some

20 of the steps discussed above in relation to Figure 21 under

control of microcomputer 164.

Figure 19 shows the control circuitry 500 of an-

other embodiment in which each terminal may function both

as a menu terminal and for selection display. Central pro-

25 cesser 510 forms the nucleus of the circuitry 500, which

also includes at least one menu terminal processor 520 in

one of menu terminals 530a-530n. In this embodiment, cen-

tral processor 510 may store the current play selection

queue in EEPROM memory 512a, a non-volatile memory; stores

30 the menu data base and maintenance and selection informa-

tion in non-volatile form on microfloppy disk drive 514b

accessible thrugh DMA controller 514a; stores the menu data

base for transfer in RAM 512b; and has its utility programs

stored in ROM 512c. Central processor 510 also sends sig~

35 nals to video disk players 516a, 516b to control the access

of information from video disks. The retrieved information
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may have text overlayed onto video by text-on-video control

518 under control of central processor 510, Central pro-

cessor 510 may access both CAV and CLV video disks, and, in

general, the • Invention is intended to permit accessing of

5 information by any method or protocol from disks, including

random access, associative access, sequential access or any

programmed accessing procedure. Video disk stacker 550

selects the disk to be accessed under control of central

processor 510, and may take any form, including the spe-

10 cific embodiment described above.

Central processor 510 communicates with a number

of menu terminals 530a-530n through communications adapter

540a. The circuitry of menu terminal 530c is shown in de-

tail, centered around menu terminal processor 520 which

15 communicates through communications adapter 540a. Adapters

540a, 540b may use the RS485 standard protocol. Processor

520 stores menu data in RAM 522a and has its utility pro-

grsuDS stored in ROM 522b. Processor 520 transfers data for

display to video display controller 524a for display on

20 monitor 524b. Processor 520 also receives inputs through

front panel key scanner 526 and coin and bill accepter 528,

Control processor 510 may also communicate with a

service terminal 560 through communications adapter 562, as

discussed above in relation to service unit 40.

25"
- It would be possible to display the selections

available in the form of a printed menu mounted, for exam-

ple, adjacent LED indicators (not shown) to indicate the

most popular selections, such as the top 10. It is also

possible, however, to take advantage of the display capa-

30 bilities to display menu data electronically, and Figure 20

shows the front panel 600 of a display facilitating the

display of menu data. Around screen 610 are a number of

buttons for the user to interact with the display. Push

buttons 612, 614, 616 permit the user to select a specific

35 type of menu data for display. Scroll up buttons 618a,

618b and scroll down buttons 620a, 620b are pivotable to
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provide scrolliag at more than one rate. Numerical keys 622

permit entry of selection numbers or other data, and pushing

one of the enter keys 624a, 624b causes the data entered by

pressing one or more of keys 622 to be sent to the appropri-

5 ate processor. Additional keys (not shown) could be provi- •

ded for entering specific categories of selections. In ad-
dition, an all-category key can be provided so that the user
can select a category which includes all the other categor-
ies. In this way, the most popular selections in the entire

10 system could be displayed. In addition, all the artists in

the system could be displayed alphabetically with their sel-

ections in separate categories or in the single category
including all categories. Alternatively, the songs in each

category could be listed by artist or by any other relevant

15 criterion such as year of release, alphabetically by title

or popularity.

Figures 20A-20C illustrate menu displays resulting

from pressing buttons 612. 614 and 616. In Figures 20A and

20B, the user has already selected the category of "Hard

20 Rock", and then pressed buttons 612 and 616, respectively.

In Figure 20C, the user simply pressed button 614.

The display in Figure 20A, on screen 610, includes
three display windows. In the first, the title of the data

displayed, "Hard Rock Selections by Artist" is shown, to-

25 gether with the selection numbers of the most popular selec-

tions in that category, which may be emphasized by reverse

video display. In the second window, the selections in that

category are listed alphabetically by artist, followed by

the blinking word "End" to indicate the end of the category.

30 When the user presses the scroll keys 618a, 618b, 620a, 620b,

the contents of the second window will scroll accordingly.

In Figure 20A, only the name of the artist and the title of

the selection or production are displayed with the selection

number but additional data could be displayed, such- as year

35 of recording or release and production company. The third

window displays, for example, the price per selection, the
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number of selection credits available to the user, and the

number of a selection entered by keys 622, 624a, 624b.

Figure 20B resembles Figure 20A, but shows the

display resulting from pushing button 616. As noted in the

5 first window, selection number 173 is one of the top 3

hits. Therefore, it also appears in reverse video in the
second window. The second window begins with the blinking
word "Start" to indicate the beginning of the category.

Figure 20C shows the display of the play selection
10 queue on screen 610 in response to button 614. The title

is in the first window and the selections are in the second
window. In general, when a user enters a selection, his
request will be added to the queue. The selection will be

displayed on his terminal or on a separate selection dis-
15 play terminal when it reaches the top of the queue. If the

queue is empty, pressing the enter button 624a, or 624 or
otherwise entering a selection may, in effect, cause the

menu terminal to switch to a selection display terminal,
displaying the requested selection.

20 Additional displays similar to Figures 20A-20C
could be provided, such as a display of some number of the

most popular selections of a category or of a particular
artist, a display of all the selections of an artist in all

categories, and so forth. Also, a special push button la-

25 beled "Help" could be provided, so that the user could re-

quest instructions on the use of the system.

The menu viewing station 30c and menu terminals
530a-5 30n, like the selection viewing stations 30a, 30b,

discussed above, may perform a number of functions for com-

30 municating with the central controller or central proces-
sor. In addition, each menu viewing station or menu termi-

nal may perform routines which permit information to be

received from the central controller 160 or central proces-

sor 510 and stored in the non-volatile memory 190a or in

35 RAM 522a for updating. The information received may in-
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elude a complete entry for the menu table, a complete entry

for the category table, or a complete entry for the table of

production company names.

Service console 40, shown in Figures 1 and 13, per-

5 mits a service person to revise basic operating data stored

in the central controller 160, Although service console 40

may take a number of forms, the embodiment shown in Figure 1

is intended to represent a standard Radio Shack TRS-80 Model

100, NEC 8201A, or other similar portable computer. Such a

10 portable computer typically has at least the following fea-

tures: LCD alpha-numeric display 42; keyboard 44, including

both typewriter keys and programmable function keys; RS-232

port; parallel printer interface; built-in modem; cassette

interface; bar code reader interface; external power adap-

15 tor; and 32 kilobytes of internal random access memory.

Routines performed by the service console 40 in

response to service personnel may be performed in relation

to the central controller 160 when connected through the

RS-232 port 24b, as shown in Figure 1. After an appropri-

20 ate routine to establish the identity of the service per-

son, service console 40 may cause central controller 160 to

provide information about the number of coin pulses per

selection, the number of magazines 5 8 in the system, any

specific selection in the selection table, the contents of

25 the playing queue, the stimulation time out period, the

contents of the category table, and the contents of the

~ production company name table. When these items of infor-

mation are retrieved, the service person may modify them,

using the service console 40. In addition, the service

30 console 40 may be used to command that a video disk menu be

reloaded from one of the disks 52; that an entire magazine

5 8 of video disk menus be reloaded; that the accounting

data from the central controller 160 be provided to the

service console 40 for each selection; that the number of

35 times played for all selections be reset to 0; that a new

video disk menu be loaded from a bar code reader or cas-
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sette (not shown) into the central controller 160; that a

video disk menu be stored on the cassette; that the central

controller 160 suspend system operations and allow direct

control of robotic arm control 170 from service console 40

5 by sending commands through central controller 160 to

robotic arm control 170; and that central controller 160

reset all queues and restart the entire system. In addi-

tion, service console 40 may be used to obtain reports

through the parallel printer interface for listing the

10 accounting data or the most popular selections.

The above-described embodiment of the invention is

especially suited to use as a video jukebox or replay sys-

tem. The invention may, however, be embodied in many other

forms, including the interactive video system described

15 below.

IV. Interactive Video System

The present invention is useful in many environ-

ments in which a large amount of information is presented

20 visually to a user. An embodiment in which a user may in-

teractively access such information is illustrated in Fig-

ures 17 and 18.

The interactive embodiment shown in Figure 17,

includes at least two kinds of memory storage units, such

25 as floppy disks or any other memory in response storage

system 370 and video disks in video disk player system 350.

Each type of storage unit could have a corresponding servo-

arm or other stacker system, and the storage units would be

loaded in pairs with one type of storage unit, such as the

30 floppy disks, storing the user response after processing

aad perhaps controlling the operations of the central con-

troller 360 or of a larger data processing system, and the

other storage unit, such as the video disks, providing the

appropriate, display on menu/display terroinal 330 in re-

35 sponse to commands from the central controller 360. In

this embodiment, the user could access a series of displays
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in an interactive manner using input device 340, such that

the user's response to each display would select the subse-

quent di splay •

Figure 18 shows the basic steps of a method of

5 operation of such an interactive video system. The central

controller 360 or other control means will first receive an

access code entered by the user, as shown in box 410. If

the access code is valid, controller 360 will cause a dis-

play of video information from video disk player system 350

10 on tenninal 330, as shown in box 420. The display will

continue until a user response from input device 340 is re-

ceived, as shown in box 430. Controller 360 will then pro-

cess the response and record i t or some summary or other

processed form of it in response storage system 370, as

15 shown in box 440. Controller 360 may then continue with a

display in. response to the user response, repeating the

steps in boxes 420-440. It may also evaluate and display

the user response, as shown in box 450.

This interactive system could be used in many edu-

20 cational or entertainment situations to access visual data

according to a user's response. The result could be a

highly realistic simulation of a real-life situation, such

as the operation of an automobile or airplane. More impor-

tantly, this embodiment would expand the data base and its

25 interactive feature to permit access to a much greater

quantity of information without manual involvement and

could make the data base available as an .organized library

to many users.

30 V. Miscellaneous

The video replay system of the present invention

has been described in detail, but many variations will sug-

gest themselves to those of ordinary skill in the art. For

example, it will be apparent that the present invention is

35 not limited to audio/ video information, but may be used for

any information retrieval system in which information is
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Stored on storage units and retrieved for presentation or

editing purposes at remote terminals. Such a system may

use any type of disk, including diskettes and phonograph

records, and may use any appropr.iate reading device, either

5 for storing or retrieving information. In addition, the

user units need not be limited to CRT displays, but may

include any appropriate device for presenting information

retrieved from the disks. In addition, the service console

40, rather than being a portable unit, may be built into

10 the central unit 20 in such a manner that it is only acces-

sible to service personnel.

As noted above, the invention may be used for ed-

ucational or entertainment purposes. In particular, in

addition to the embodiments disclosed above, the invention

15 could be used in an educational embodiment in which a stu-

dent could access any desired information within the system

from one of the user stations. In this embodiment, the

students would not typically be required to insert coins

before use, but would have an allocation of time or an ac-

20 cess code or access card, so that the control means would

store the amount of time for each user or would store an

indication of the time to be charged to the access code or

card used.

Another embodiment of interest is a video game em-

25 bodiment, in which a variety of video games are stored on

disks or tapes and made available to users, each of whom

accesses a game through a user station. The system could

be arranged with a single user station and a large number

of games available to a user at that station, or, a number

30 of user stations could be provided, each associated with a

corresponding player at the central control station. Each

user station could be equipped with an appropriate input

means, such as a universal joystick. In this embodiment,

it may be appropriate to provide a plurality of servo-arms,

35 with each servo-arm being used to provide the disks or

tapes for a particular game. Each user would be able to
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access each game from his user station, A fractionalized
or split screen could be provided for advertising more than

one of the games available at once. For that purpose, a

special disk could be used to store the split screen dis-

5 play including a screen portion advertising each game and
indicating an access code for that game. The special disk
could also store the initial part of each game advertised,
so that selection of a game by a user would begin the game
immediately. By the end of the initial part, the disk

10 storing the remainder of the game would be retrieved, so

that there would be no interruption from the tijne of user
selection by pressing the access code through execution of
the game.

Although the present invention has been described

15 in connection with a number of preferred embodiments there-
of, many other variations and modifications will now become

apparent to tjiose skilled in the art. It is preferred,
therefore, that the present invention be limited, not by

the specific disclosure herein, but only by the appended
20 claims.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS :

1. An information system comprising:

a plurality of operating means, each for retriev-

ing information stored in a respective storage unit;

a plurality of user units for presenting informa-

tion to users; and

control means for selectively connecting at least

one of the operating means to at least one of the user

units for presenting information retrieved from the respec-

tive storage unit by each selectively connected operating

means to a user.

2. The system of claim 1 in which the information

in each of the storage units includes at least one selec-

tion, at least one of the user units comprising selection

input means for receiving inputs from a user requesting one

of the selections and for providing a selection input sig-

nal to the control means indicating the selection reques-

ted, the control means being further operable for control-

ling the respective operating means to provide the selec-

tion requested to the user unit in response to the selec-

tion input signal.

3. The system of claim 2 in which the control

means comprises an accounting memory means for storing

accounting data, the accounting data including a count of

the selection input signals for each selection, the control

means being further operable for incrementing the count for

each selection whenever a selection input signal for that

selection is received.

4. The system of claim 3 in which at least one of

the user units is a menu display unit for displaying menu

information to a user, the control means being further op-
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erable for providing menu information for display on the

menu display unit*

5. The system of claim 4 in which the control

means further comprises a selection memory means for stor-

ing selection data about the selections in the storage

units, the control means being further operable for format-

ting at least some of the selection data from the selection

memory means to provide menu information.

6. The system of claim 4 in which the control

means is further operable for formatting the selection data

in accordance with the accounting data stored in the

accounting memory means for providing menu information in-

dicating the selection requested most often.

7. The system of claim 4 in which the menu dis-

play unit comprises menu input means for receiving inputs

from a user indicating a type of menu information desired

and for providing a menu input signal to the control means

indicating the desired type of menu information, the con-

trol means being further operable for providing the desired

type of menu information to the menu display unit in re-

sponse to the menu input signal.

8. The system of claim 4 in which the information

in each of the storage units includes stored menu informa-

tion, the control means being further operable for control-

ling each operating means to retrieve the stored menu in-

formation from the respective storage unit for updating the

menu information provided to the menu display unit.

9. The system of claim 2 in which the control

means further comprises a queue memory means for storing a

plurality of selection request data units, each selection
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request data unit corresponding to a respective selection

input signal, the control means being further operable for

storing a selection request data unit in the queue memory

means whenever a selection input signal is received until

the selection requested has been provided.

10. The system of claim 2 in which the informa-

tion in each storage unit is a single selection, at least

one of the single selections being stored in a pluralitjr of

the storage units, the control means further comprising a

selection queue memory means for storing a plurality of

selection storage data units, each selection storage data

unit indicating a respective one of the storage units stor-

ing the single selection, the control means further oper-

able for controlling the operating means to retrieve the

single selection from the storage unit indicated by a first

selection storage data unit in the selection queue memory

means when a selection input signal is received indicating

that single selection.

11. The system of claim 1 in which the control

means comprises an accounting memory means for storing ac-

counting data, at least one of the user units comprising

user input means for receiving inputs from a user and for

providing user input signals to the control means indicat-

ing the user inputs, the control means being further oper-

able for updating the accounting data in response to the

user input signals.

12. The system of claim 11 in which each user has

a user number, each user input signal indicating the user

number of the user providing the inputs, the control means

being operable for updating accounting data about the user

in response to each user input signal.
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13, The system of claim 11 in which each user in-

put signal indicates the user unit providing that user in-

put signal, the control means being operable for updating

accounting data about the user unit in response to each

user input signal.

14, The system of claim 1 in which at least one of

the user units is a menu display unit for displaying menu

information about the stored information in the storage

units to a user, the control means being further operable

for providing menu information for display on the menu dis-

play unit.

15, The system of claim 14 in which the informa-

tion in each of the storage units includes stored menu in-

formation, the control means being further operable for

controlling each operating means to retrieve the stored

menu information from the respective storage unit for up-

dating the menu information provided to the menu display

unit.

16, The system of claim 14 in which the menu dis-

play unit comprises switching means for switching the menu

display unit from displaying menu information to displaying

information retrieved from one of the storage units.

17, A method of displaying stored information to

at least one user, comprising:

selecting an operating unit from a plurality of

operating units for retrieving stored information from a

storage unit;

selecting at least one user unit from a plurality

of user units to display information to at least one user;

connecting the selected operating unit to each

selected user unit to provide the stored information from

the storage unit to each selected user unit; and
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displaying the stored iaformation on each selected

user unit.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising the

step* of receiving an input from-a user to one of the user

units indicating a selection from the stored information to

be displayed to the user from one of a plurality of storage

units including the first-mentioned storage unit.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising the

steps of:

storing the input from the user in a queue until

the input reaches a head of the queue; and

loading the storage unit having the selection in-

dicated by the input into the selected operating units when

the input indicating that selection reaches the head of the

queue; the operating unit selecting step comprising select-

ing the operating unit as soon as a selection indicated by

a previous input in the queue and retrieved by that operat-

ing unit has been completely displayed.

20. The method of claim 18 in which the user unit

selecting step comprises selecting the user unit which re-

ceived the input indicating the selection to be displayed.

21. The method of claim 18, further comprising the

steps of:

retrieving menu information from each of the plu-

rality of storage units, the menu information from each

storage unit indicating the selections in that storage

unit;

processing the menu information to provide a for-

matted menu; and

displaying the formatted menu on a menu .display

unit to provide the menu information to a user.
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22. The method of claim 21, further comprising the

step of storing and updating a count of the number of in-

puts received indicating each selection; the processing

step comprising ordering the menu information according to

the stored and updated count for each selection,

23. The method of claim 21, further comprising

receiving an input from a user to the menu display unit

indicating a type of menu information to be provided in the

formatted menu displaying step, the processing step com-

prising selecting the indicated type of menu information.

24. A method of displaying stored information to a

user, comprising:

A) retrieving and storing menu information from

each of a plurality of storage units, the menu information

from each storage unit indicating at least one selection

stored in that storage unit;

B) selectively displaying the stored menu informa-

tion to a user;

C) receiving a request from the user requesting a

selection; and

D) retrieving the requested selection from the

storage unit in which it is stored and displaying that sel-

ection to the user.

25. The method of claim 24 in which step A com-

prises processing the retrieved menu information into cate-

gories of menu information and storing the menu information

in categories.

26. The method of claim 25 in which step B com-

prises displaying the categories of menu information to the

user, receiving a request from the user, and, if .the re-

quest is for menu information to the user.
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27. The method of claim 24 ia which each storage

unit comprises an optically readable disk, steps A and D

each comprising optically reading information stored on the

optically readable disk.

28. An information system, comprising:

an operating means for interacting with informa-

tion stored on one of a plurality of storage units, the

operating means comprising loading means for receiving one

of the storage units in a first orientation with that stor-

age unit extending in a first direction for loading that

storage unit into and unloading that storage unit from the

operating means;

at least one storage rack near the operating means

for storing the plurality of storage units, the storage

units being stored in the rack in a second orientation with

each storage unit extending in a second direction generally

perpendicular to the first direction; and

a carrying means for carrying at least one of the

storage units between the storage rack and the operating

means and for inserting the carried storage unit into and

removing the carried storage unit from the storage rack and

the loading means of the operating means, the carrying

means comprising a support means for holding the carried

storage unit, the carrying means further comprising a ro-

tating means on the support means for rotating the carried

storage unit while it is held by the support means from the

first orientation selectively in one of the clockwise and

the counter-clockwise directions into the second orienta-

tion and for rotating the carried storage unit from the

second orientation selectively in the clockwise and the

counter-clockwise directions into the first orientation.

29. The system of claim 28 in which each storage

unit comprises an optically readable disk and the operating
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means further comprises a reader for optically reading in-

formation stored on the optically readable disks, the

reader comprising a case with an opening defined therein

extending in the first direction, the loading means being

arranged for loading and unloading each disk through the

opening.

30. The system of claim 29 in which the disks are

laser readable compact digital disks, the reader comprising

means for retrieving the stored information by random access.

31. The system of claim 29 in which the loading

means comprises a drawer slidably mounted in the opening in

the case and transferring means for transferring each disk

between the carrying means and the drawer.

32. The system of claim 28 in which each storage

unit comprises a capacitively readable disk and the operat-

ing means further comprises a reader for capacitively read-

ing information stored on the capacitively readable disks,

the reader comprising a case with a slot defined therein

extending in the first direction, the loading means being

arranged for loading and unloading each disk through the

slot.

33. The system of claim 28 in which each storage

unit is enclosed in a protective cover, the support means

comprising a claw for gripping the protective cover for

holding the storage unit.

34. The system of claim 28 in which the support

means comprises a track extending generally in the second

direction, the track and storage means being movable in the

first direction relative to each other, the support means

further comprising a carriage movably mounted for moving
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along the track in the second direction between a first

position lor inserting the storage unit into and removing

the storage unit from the loading means and a second posi-

tion for inserting the carried storage unit into and remov-

ing the carried storage unit from the storage rack, the

rotating means being on the carriage.

35. The system of claim 34 in which the storage

rack is movable relative to the track for positioning the

storage rack relative to the carrying means for inserting

the carried storage unit into or removing the carried stor-

age unit from a selected location in the storage rack.

36. The system of claim 34, further comprising a

second operating means like the first-mentioned operating

means, the second operating means being adjacent the first

operating means in the second direction therefrom, the car-

riage further being for moving in the second direction to a

third position for inserting the carried storage unit into

and removing the carried storage unit from the loading

means of the second operating means.

37. The system of claim 36 in which the support

means further comprises first holding means for holding the

first-mentioned carried storage unit and second holding

means for holding a second carried storage unit, the first

and second holding means being spaced for positioning the

second holding means for inserting the second carried stor-

age unit into and removing the second carried storage unit

from the loading means of the second operating means when

the carriage is in the second position.

38. The system of claim 28 further comprising a

plurality of operating means like the first-mentioned oper-

ating means and including the first operating means, the
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carrying means further beiag for carrying a storage unit

between each of the plurality of operating means and the

storage rack.

39. The system of claim 38 in which each of the

operating means is operable for . retrieving information

stored on a respective one of the storage units, the system

further comprising a plurality of user units for presenting

the retrieved information and a control means for selec-

tively connecting the operating means to the user units for

presenting the information retrieved by each operating

means from the respective storage unit on at least one of

the user units.

40. The system of claim 39 in which the control

means is further operable for selectively controlling the

movements of the carrying means.

41. The system of claim 40 in which the control

means comprises a first microprocessor for providing selec-

tion signals indicating which of the storage units is sel-

ected and a second microprocessor for receiving the selec-

tion signals and for providing actuating signals to the

carrying means for moving the selected storage unit.

42. The system of claim 40, further comprising

sensing means for providing a position signal indicating

the position of the carrying means, the position signal

being provided to the control means.

43. The system of claim 40 in which the storage

rack and carrying means are movable relative to each other

for positioning the carrying means for inserting the car-

ried storage unit into or removing the carried storage unit

from a selected location in the storage rack, the control
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means being further operable for controlling the relative

movements of the storage rack and carrying means.

44. The system of claim 39 in which each user unit

further comprises input means for receiving user inputs and

connected for transmitting input signals corresponding to

the user inputs to the control means.

45. The system of claim 44 in which the informa-

tion stored in each of the storage units includes a plural-

ity of selections, the user inputs including selection re-

quests each requesting that the operating means retrieve a

respective one of the selections, the control means being

further operable for receiving a plurality of the selection

requests and for storing each selection request in a queue

until the respective selection is retrieved by the operat-

ing means.

46. The system of claim 45 in which the control

means is further operable for storing a count of the number

of selection requests received for each selection and for

incrementing the stored count for each selection whenever a

selection request for that selection is received.

47. The system of claim 44 in which the user in-

puts include a currency acceptor for receiving currency

from a user and for generating a currency input signal in-

dicating the value of the currency received and selection

means for receiving manual input from a user corresponding

to information to be retrieved and for generating a selec-

tion input signal, the user unit further comprising logic

means for transmitting the selection input signal to the

control means when the currency input signal meets a prede-

termined criterion.
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48. The system of claim 47 in which the informa-

tloG stored in each storage unit includes a plurality of

selections, each selection input signal requesting a re-

spective one of the selections, the control means being

further operable for storing a count of the number of sel-

ection input signals received for each selection and for

incrementing the stored count for each selection whenever a

selection input signal for that selection is received.

49. The system of claim 48, further comprising at

least one menu viewing station connected to the control

means for displaying a list of available selections.

50. The system of claim 49 in which the informa-

tion stored in each of the storage units includes menu in-

formation about the selections on that storage unit, the

control means being further operable for retrieving the

menu information from the storage units and for providing a

list of available selections to the menu viewing station.

51. The system of claim 50 in which the control

means is further operable for generating the list of avail-

able selections from the menu information and from the

stored count for each selection, the stored counts deter-

mining the order in which the selections are listed.

52. The system of claim 28 in which the operating

means is operable for retrieving information stored on one

of the storage units; the system further comprising at

least one user unit for presenting information to a user;

control means connected for controlling the movements of

the carrying means and operable for selectively connecting

the operating means to the user unit for presenting re-

trieved information; and a service means connected for en-

tering inputs to the control means from an operator.
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53. Tbe system of claim 52 in which the user unit

is an audio/video viewing station for presenting audio/

video information to a user.

54. The system of claim 52 in which the user unit

is a menu viewing station for displaying a list of avail-

able information to a user.

55. An information system, comprising:

an operating means for interacting with informa-

tion stored on one of a plurality of storage units, the

operating means comprising loading means for loading each

of the storage units into and unloading each of the storage

units from the operating means;

a storage rack near the operating means for stor-

ing the plurality of storage units, the storage units being

stored in the rack in a stored orientation with each stor-

age unit extending in a storage direction; and

a carrying means for carrying at least one of the

storage units between the storage rack and the operating

means and for inserting the carried storage unit into and

removing the carried storage unit from the storage rack and

the loading means of the operating means, the carrying

means comprising a track extending generally in the storage

direction, the track and the storage rack being movable in

a selection direction relative to each other for selecting

a location in the storage rack; the carrying means further

comprising a carriage movably mounted for moving along the

track in the storage direction and a holding means on the

carriage for holding the carried storage unit while that

storage unit is being carried.

56. The system of claim 55 in which the first-men-

• tioned holding means is for holding the first-mentioned

carried storage unit, the carrying means further comprising
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a second holding means on the carriage for holding a second

carried storage unit, the carriage being movable for moving

to a first position for inserting the first carried storage

unit into and removing the first carried storage unit from

the loading means of the operating means, to a second posi-

tion for inserting the first carried storage unit into and

removing the first carried storage unit from the selected

location in the storage rack and to a third position for
*

inserting the second carried storage unit into and removing

the second carried storage unit from the loading means of

the operating means; the system further comprising a con-

trol means for selectively controlling the movements of the

carriage and the first and second holding means, the con-

trol means being operable for controlling the carriage and

first and second holding means for removing the first car-

ried storage unit from the storage rack in the second posi-

tion, for then removing the second carried storage unit

from the loading means of the operating means in the third

position, and for then inserting the first carried storage

unit into the loading means of the operating means in the

first position^

57. The system of claim 55, further comprising a

second operating means like the first-mentioned operating

means, the second operating means being adjacent the first

operating means in the storage direction therefrom, the

carriage being movable for moving in the storage direction

to a first position for inserting the carried storage unit

into and removing the carried storage unit from the loading

means of the first operating means, to a second position

for inserting the carried storage unit into and removing

the carried storage unit from the selected location in the

storage rack and to a third position for inserting the car-

ried storage unit into and removing the carried storage

unit from the loading means of the second operating means.
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58, The system of claim 55, further comprising a

plurality of operating means like the first-mentioned oper-

ating means and including the first operating means, the

carrying means further being operable for carrying each of

the storage' units between each of the plurality of operat-

ing means and the storage rack.

59, The system of claim 58 in which each of the

operating means is operable for retrieving information

stored on a respective one of the storage units, the system

further comprising a plurality of user units for presenting

the retrieved information and a control means for selec-

tively connecting the operating means to the user units for

presenting the information retrieved by each operating

means from the respective storage unit on at least one of

the user units.

60, The system of claim 59 in which the control

means is further operable for selectively controlling the

operation of the carrying means.

61. The system of claim 60 in which the control

means comprises a first microprocessor for providing selec-

tion signals indicating which storage unit is selected and

a second microprocessor for receiving the selection signals

and for providing actuating signals to the carrying means

for moving the selected storage unit.

62. The system of claim 60, further cqmprising

sensing means for providing a position signal indicating

the position of the carrying means, the position signal

being provided to the control means.

63. The system of claim 60 in which the storage

rack is movable in the selection direction past the track,
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the control means being further operable for controlling

the movements of the storage rack*

64. The system of claim 59 in which each user unit

further comprises input means for receiving user inputs,

the input means being connected for transmitting input sig-

nals corresponding to the user inputs to the control means.

65. The system of claim 55 in which the operating

means is operable for retrieving information stored on one

of the storage units; the system further comprising at

least one user unit for presenting information to a user;

control means connected for controlling the movements of

the carrying means and operable for selectively connecting

the operating means to the user unit for presenting re-

trieved information; and a service means connected for en-

tering inputs to the control means from an operator.

66. An information system, comprising:

an operating means for interacting with informa-

tion stored on one of a plurality of storage units, the

operating means comprising loading means for loading each

of the storage units into and unloading each of the storage

units from the operating means;

a storage rack near the operating means for stor-

ing the plurality of storage units;

a carrying means for carrying at least one of the

storage units between the storage rack and the operating

means and for inserting the carried storage unit into and

removing the carried storage unit from the storage rack and

the loading means of the operating means; the loading means

comprising first and second positioning means, each for

receiving the carried storage unit from and returning the

storage unit to the carrying means in a respective posi-

tion; and
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a control means for controlling the operation of

the carrying means and the loading means, the control means

being operable for. controlling the carrying means to remove

a next one of the storage units from the storage rack and

to insert it into the first positioning means for loading

into the operating means, the control means being further

operable for controlling the loading means to unload a pre-

vious one of the storage units from the operating means to

the second positioning means and to load the next storage

unit from the first positioning means into the operating

means, the control means being further operable for con-

trolling the carrying means to remove the previous storage

unit from the second positioning means,

67. An information system, comprising:

an operating means for interacting with informa-

tion stored on one of a plurality of storage units, the

operating means comprising loading means for loading each

of the storage units into and unloading each of the storage

units from the operating means;

a storage rack near the operating means for stor-

ing the plurality of storage units;

a carrying means for carrying at least one of the

storage units between the storage rack and the operating

means and for inserting the carried storage unit into and

removing the carried storage unit from the storage rack and

the loading means of the operating means, the carrying

means comprising first and second holding means, each for

holding a respective one of the storage units while the re-

spective storage unit is being carried; and

a control means for controlling the operation of

the carrying means, the control means being operable for

controlling the carrying means to remove a next one of the

storage units from the storage rack, to hold the next stor-

age unit in the first holding means in a position near the
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loading means until a previous one of the storage units is

in the loading means to be removed, to remove the previous

storage unit from the loading means held in the second

holding means, and to then insert the next storage unit in

the loading means.

68, An information system, comprising:

a plurality of operating means, each operable for

interacting with information stored on a respective storage

unit, each operating means comprising loading means for

loading the respective storage unit into and unloading the

respective storage unit from that operating means;

a storage rack near the operating means for stor-

ing a plurality of the storage units;

a carrying means for carrying the respective stor-

age unit between the storage rack and the respective oper-

ating means and for inserting the storage unit into and

removing the storage unit from the storage rack and the

loading means of the operating means, the carrying means

comprising a support means movable relative to the storage

rack for moving the storage unit between the storage rack

and the respective operating means and a holding means on

the support means for holding the storage unit while the

storage unit is being carried.

69. The system of claim 68 in which each storage

unit comprises an optically readable disk and each operat-

ing means further comprises a reader for optically reading

information stored on the optically readable disks, the

reader comprising a case with an opening defined therein,

the loading means being arranged for loading and unloading

each disk through the opening.

70, The system of claim 69 in which the disks are

laser readable compact digital disks, the reader comprising
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means for retrieving the stored information by random

access.

71. The system of claim 69 in which the loading

means comprises a drawer slidably mounted in the opening in

the case and transferring means for transferring each disk

between the carrying means and the drawer.

72. The system of claim 68 in which each storage

unit comprises a capacitively readable disk and each oper-

ating means further comprises a reader for capacitively

reading information stored on the capacitively readable

disks, the reader comprising a case with a slot defined

therein, the loading means being arranged for loading and

unloading each disk through the slot.

73. The system of claim 68 in which each storage

unit is a disk and each operating means comprises a turn-

table for supporting a disk, the carrying means being fur-

ther operable for positioning each disk over the turntable,

the loading means being for loading each disk onto the

turntable.

74. The system of claim 68 in which each storage

unit is enclosed in a protective cover, the holding means

comprising' a claw for gripping the protective cover for

holding the storage unit.

75. The system of claim 68 in which each of the

operating means is operable for retrieving information

stored on a respective storage unit, the system further

comprising a plurality of user units for presenting the

retrieved information and a control means for selectively

connecting the operating means to the user units for pre-
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seating the iaformation retrieved .by each operating means

from the respective storage unit on at least one of the

user units.

76. The system of claim 75 in which the. control

means is further operable for selectively controlling the

movements of the carrying means.

77. The system of claim 76 in which the control

means comprises a first microprocessor for providing selec-

tion signals indicating which storage unit is selected and

a second microprocessor for receiving the selection signals

and for providing actuating signals to the carrying means

for moving the selected storage unit.

78. The system of claim 76, further comprising

sensing means for providing a position signal indicating

the position of the carrying means, the position signal

being provided to the control means.

79. The system of claim 76 in which the storage

rack and the carrying means are movable relative to each

other for positioning the carrying means for inserting a

storage unit into or removing a storage unit from a selec-

ted location in the storage rack, the control means being

further operable for controlling the relative movements of

the storage rack and the carrying means.

\ 80. An information system comprising:

at least one operating means for interacting with

information stored on a storage unit;

at least one user unit for presenting information

to a user;
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control means for selectively connecting the oper-

ating means to the user unit for presenting information

from the storage unit to the user; and

connection means for connecting the control means

to a service means for entering -inputs to the control means

from an operator.

81. The system of claim 80 in which the control

means comprises operating memory means for storing operat-

ing data, the control means being operable in response to

inputs from the service means for changing the operating

data stored in the operating memory means.

82. The system of claim 81 in which the user unit

comprises a currency acceptor for receiving currency from a

user and for generating a currency signal indicating the

value of the currency received and logic means for compar-

ing the currency signal with a currency amount signal for

determining whether the currency received is adequate for

selecting video information; the operating memory means

storing the currency amount signal; the control means being

operable in response to inputs from the service means for

changing the stored currency amount signal for changing the

amount of currency necessary for selecting video informa-

tion.

83. The system of claim 80 in which the control

means comprises accounting memory means for storing

accounting data, the control means being operable in re-

sponse to inputs from the service means for changing the

accounting data in the accounting memory means.

84. The system of claim 83 in which the informa-

tion stored in the storage unit includes a plurality of

selections, the user unit comprising input means for re-
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ceiving user inputs and connected for transmitting input

signals corresponding to the user inputs to the control

means, the user inputs including selection requests, each

requesting that the operating means retrieve a respective

one of the selections, the control means being further op-

erable in response to inputs from the ,service means for

incrementing .a count stored in the accounting memory when-

ever a selection request is received, the incremented count

indicating the number of selection requests received for

that selection.

85. The system of claim 84 in which the control

means is further operable in response to inputs from the

service means for resetting each of the counts to zero.

86. The system of claim 83 in which the control

means is further operable in response to inputs from the

service means for down loading the stored accounting data

from the accounting memory to the service means for presen-

tation to an operator.

87. An interactive information system comprising:

at least one operating means for interacting with

information stored on a storage unit;

at least one user unit for presenting information

to a user;

control means for selectively connecting the oper-

ating means to the user unit for presenting information

f^om the storage unit to the user;

input means for receiving inputs from the user and

for providing user input signals to the control means; the

control means being operable for selecting the information

to be presented in response to the user input signals and

for processing the user input signals for providing user

response data; and

memory means for storing the user response data.
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88. The system of claim 87 in which each storage

unit comprises an optically readable disk and each operat-

ing means further comprises a reader for optically reading

information stored on the optically readable disks.

89. A method of displaying stored information to a

user, comprising:

A) retrieving stored information from one of a

plurality of storage units and displaying the retrieved

information to a user;

B) receiving a user response to the displayed in-

formation from the user;

C) processing the user response and storing the

processed user response;

D) selecting and retrieving additional stored in-

formation from the plurality of storage units and display-

ing the additional stored information to the user in re-

sponse to the user response; and

E) repeating steps B, C and D.

90. The method of claim 89, further comprising:

F) evaluating and displaying an evaluation of the

stored processed user responses.

91. The method of claim 89 in which each storage

unit comprises an optically readable disk, steps A and D

each comprising optically reading information stored on at

least one of the optically readable disks.
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